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The traditional asset pricing models such as CAPM and Fama-French
three-factor model tend to look at the demand side of the economy. In the process of
continuous development, they also come across more challenges in empirical analysis.
In recent years research about production side has received more and more attention.
Tobin’s q theory lays a solid foundation for the production-based asset pricing model,
which uses producers and production functions in the place of consumers and utility
functions in the standard consumption-based model. The model ties stock returns to
investment returns (marginal rates of transformation) which are inferred from
investment data via a production function. The production-based model is used to
examine forecasts of stock returns by business-cycle related variables and the
association of stock returns with subsequent economic activity.
Based on the classical production-based asset pricing model, this paper makes
some improvement. First we change the linear marginal cost of investment to be
nonlinear, allowing for the quadratic adjustment cost function to be a special case of
the new one. Then we relax the restriction that investment should be non-negative. In
this paper, we model costly reversibility by introducing a difference between the price
at which the firm can purchase capital and the price at which it can sell capital. This
paper constructs a new adjustment cost form which consists of nonlinearity and
asymmetry. Applying this new form of adjustment cost to the classical
production-based asset pricing model, we construct a firm value maximization
problem. The first order condition implies two moment conditions.
This paper use generalized method of moments (GMM) to do parameter
estimation and studies the empirical performance of the new model. The empirical
results show that the new adjustment cost form can explain cross-sectional returns
very well.
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票数据和财务数据作为研究对象，选取了 1965 年至 2009 年在纽约证券交易所





















































分别独立发展了资本资产定价理论，即 CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model)理论。
单个股票或者股票组合的预期回报率的公式如下：
[ ] ( [ ] )i f i m fE R R E R Rβ= + − （2.1）
其中， ( , ) / ( )i i m mCov R R Var Rβ = ，是证券的 Beta系数，被定义为单个证券收益率
和市场组合收益率变动的协方差与市场组合收益率方差的比，即单个证券的风险
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